Design Thinking?
Design Thinking?
Design Thinking

❌ Does it look cool?

✅ Does it solve problems?
Design Science
Design Science

What is the problem?
Who has this problem?
What kind of artifact do you have?
How the artifact solves the problem?
How do you validate the artifact?
Cognitive Q/A-System for Smart Cities

Introduction

- Challenge: Information Overload
- Solution: Learning System for Smart Cities

Discussion

- Question: How does a learning Q/A-system help citizens of a smart city to handle the information overload?
- Question: How can a system compute natural language?

Methodology

- Design
- Science
- Research

Conclusion

- Status Quo: Conceptual Artifact

For more information, please contact Sivo T. Office

Data Protection Requirements for IS

- Legal
- Privacy
- Compliance

Problem:

1. 2 Separate Domains
2. Lack of Common Ground

Data Managers Don't Know How to Handle Compliance

Research Question:

How can security and privacy regulatory imperatives be described to express common IS requirements, ensuring compliance of data managers with ethical principles in organizations?

Method

Workshops and Projects through Industry-Based Research Collaborations

Peer Review for Legal "Correctives"

Expected Result:

Tool to be Used by Business People to:

- Understand Data Regulations in a User-Friendly Way
- Classify Data to Legal Categories
- Be Compliant with Regulations

Information Supply Chain Notation

Methodology

Reference Model
DEBBUGING
it's finally here
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250’000 clients
1’700 employees, 145 skills
Interview & Prototype
Diverge & Converge
Remember the Future
Service Box
Service Box
Spa & Ski?